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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO, 3-058 .

. . .

THE PERFORMANCE 03’A VJ$NELESS DIFFUSER FAN*

By V. Polikovsky and M. Nevelson

The present paper is devoted to the theoretical and
experimental investigation of one of the stationary elements
of a.fan, namely, the vaneless diffuser. The method of com-
putation is based on the principles developed by Pfleiderer
(Forschungsarbe iten NO. 295). The practical interest of
this investigation arises from the fact that the design of
the fan guide elements - vanelcss diffusers, guide vanes,
spiral casiil~ - is far behind the design of the impollcr
as regards accuracy and. reliability. The computations con-
ducted by the method here i~resented have shown sufficiently
good agreement with the experimental data and indicate the
limits within which the values of the coefficient of friction
lie.

NOTATION

b width of flow section, m

c velocity, m/see

d hub diameter, m2

F area, m2

H pressure head, mm water

K=J--a
[

l+-J---
sin a ta.n2u1

K = Ku K~ P/2

M moment, kg m

*3epol:t >70. 224, of the (lentral Aero-Hydrodynamical Insti-
tute, Moscow, 1935.
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power, hp .1‘-

variable radius, m
.,

:,

length of flow path, m
. .

perimeter, m ~

air discharge, m3/sec

= Qsec/b

= angular +elocity, l/see

angle formed by the absolute velocity with its
tangential component

efficiency

friction coefficient

density, kg sec2/m4

circulation , m2/sec

AHr pressure loss due to friction, mm water

AH imp pressure loss due to impact, mm water
.

Subscripts

2a

2

3

a

h

m

u

d

parallel to the axis

referring to the value of the variable at the impeller
outlet

referring to the value of the variable at the
diffuser inlet

referring to the value of the variable at the
diffuser outlet

hydraulic

in the meridian r)lane

in the tangential plane

dynamic
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1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The fundamental part of every fan whether centrif-
ugal or axial (also turbofans and compressors) is the
rotating i“mp.eller (or rotor) since it-is in the latter,
only th?.t the energy increase of the air passing through
the fan occurs. However; no matter how good the -impeller ,,
design from the aerodynamic point of view, the flow at’ .“<’ .“
the impeller exit needs to be modified for the following .
two reasons: In the first place, for air delivery to a
pipe system or to a second stage, in a multistage machine ,
it is necessary to concentrate the flow in a given direction.*
In the second place a considerable portion of the energy of
the flow at the exit is in the form of kinetic energy, which
in the absence of guide vanes or a spiral casing is entirely
lost, the cf’ficiency then assuming inadmissibly low values.
For these reasons it is generally found desirable to in-
crease the static pressure at the expense of a reduced vclce-
ity pressure of the air stream issuing from the impeller and
this is done in the stationary elements of the fan. When
the flow passes through these elements the total energy of
the flow necessarily decreases since it is partly dissi-
pated by the losses but the gain in the value cf the static
pressure entirely just-ifies a certain decrease in the total
pressure.

The vaneless diffuser is not the only solution of the
problcm. In the case of multistage machines, for example,
a vaned diffuser is often employed which in a number of cases
gives better results than the vaneless diffusem. .Thc present
article is concerned with the investigation of the vaneless
diffuser and the performance of a vaned diffuser will be
mentioned below only for comparison with the vaneless dif-
fuser.

A very large number of centrifugal fans consist simply
of the impeller followed immediately by the spiral casing.
The more or less considerable value of the impact 10SSCS
at the inlet to the spiral casing appears as a special feature

‘A rare exception is the case of a dispersed air discharge
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of almost all such designs. This makes it necessary, in
a number of case~, to introduce between -the impeller and
casing . an intermediate element , namely, the diffuser~
In certain cases, the transformation of the kinetic energy
in the diffuser is so complete as to permit dispensing
entirely with the spiral casing and replacing it by a sym-
metric circular channel-

It is obvious that in a single-stage machine a dif~
fuser is of advantage only in th~se cases where the losses
in it plus the impact losses at the inlet to the spiral
casing (from diffuser) are considerably less than the impact
losses from the impeller directly connected to the casing.

The vaneless diffuser consists of two parallel planes
between which the air from the impeller flows (fig. 1),
The computation of the diffuser reduces to determining at
a given value of the static pressure and magnitude and
direction of the velocity at the entrance to the diffusers
the change in the velocity vector while passing through the
diffuser, and the new values of the static pressure and
velocity at the diffuser exit.

In order not to go beyond the scope of this paper we
shall consider the data characterizing the flaw at the
impeller exit and the magnitude of the power required by
the -impeller as known.
..

II. MODE OF OPERATION OF THE VANELESS DIFI’USER AND l?LOW PATH

Before taking up, in detail, the investigation of the
flow in the vaneless diffuser with the aid of a quantitative
analysis we shall cons ider the broad features of the flow
process.*

The flow path in the vaneless diffuser is determined
by the aerodynamics of the impeller md its operating con-
ditions. If the direction of the velocity at the diffuser
inlet is sufficiently near radial, as is the case with back-
“ward curved blades and large air discharge (fig. 2), the

; flow passes through the diffuser rapidly; the length of the

.———
* The hydraulic impact at the diffuser inlet is not here
considered since the corresponding losses, determined in-
dividually, enter the general magnitude of the losses in-
dependently of the diffuser computation. (See Impact Losses.]
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flow path is small and the pressure losses in it a“re also
small (we are here considering, of course, not the absolute
but the relative value of the losses at the “impeller exit).
If the direction of the flow velocity in the diffuser is
nearly tangential to the circumference, as is the case
with a small air discharge independently of the blade pro--
file (fig. 3), the flow during a small displacement in the
radial direction will simultaneously be displaced for a
considerable distance in the tangential direction. The flow
path, a spiral, is lengthened and the losses in the diffuser
become very considerable. The suitability of a vaneless
diffuser as compared with guide vanes, should in this case
be checked- by a comparison computation.

The investigation here undertaken connects the values
of interest with the magnitude and direction of the velocity,
which we shall now determine.

The velocity, C, of a certain point of the flow at
the variable distance, R. from the axis may be resolved
into two components (fig. 4) of which the first, Cm, is
directed along the radius and the second, Cu along the
tangent to the circle of radius, R and lying in the
plane of the circle. The two components Cm and. Cu are
deaoted, respectively, as the meridional (or radial) and
tangential components. The latter component prod”uces a
rotation of the flow and ma,y, therefore, be denoted as the
rotational component.

lie note that

c: + c: = C2 (1)

The radial velocity Cm, for the case where the flow
fills out the width of the diffuser, may be directly deter-
mined from the continuity equation

%.ec
c rl=— nDb

Let us now consider how the tangential velocity Cu is

(2)

determined. The mass of air flowing through per second is
pQsec ; the momentum ~Qsec Gu; the momentum pQsecGuR;the
change in the moment of momentum (referred to Qsec) is equal
to the moment of the applied external forces M:
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M= A (pQsec Cu R)

For an ideal flow when the moment of the external forces
is equal to ~ero the above formula indicates the constancy
of the moment of momentum for” the entire diffuser:

p Qsec Cu R = p Qsec C3U R3

or

RCU= constant ~ (3)

As regards the magnitude C3U = C2U it may be found not

only by the method of successive computation of the velocities
in the impeller but also directly from the values of the hy-
draulic power* obtained experimentally.

Thus

~ HTE QsecNh =
75**

Hence

~h .
PU2C2uQsec

75**
.

and

Nh7 5**
c2u=”

PUzQsec

C3U = C2U (since R = ~2)

*
The hydraulic power is the entire power after deducting

No, the power expended in friction of the disks and eddy
formation.
** Where Ua = tip speed of wheel (m/see). (Actual conversion
fi~ure of kg m/see to hp is 76.1, not 75.)

.
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Knowing the law of motion of the flow in the directions
of Cm and Cu it is possible to find the trajectory
of the flow in the plane of the diffuser. We have

r
c h.~nd cU=—... m=,. mDb 2TTR

. .

.

Then

Cm Qsec Q’—=—
Cu br = ~ = constant(where ~Y= ‘Qsec)

b

Denoting by a the angle formed by the velocity vector
with its tangential component , the equatioil Cm/C~ =
constant assumes the form

tan a = constant

and

a = constant

~ror, this it follows that the trajectory of the ideal
flow in the plane of the diffuser is a logarithmic spiral
whose equation may be written in another form

*U

R=R3e
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III. RESISiANCII IN T131!VAI?ELESS DIFI?USER*

1.
I

Distribution of the Losses

During the passage of the air through the diffuser,
friction occurs at the diffuser walls. The frictional
force constituting the resistance produces a certain drop
in the pressure, the pressure droy per unit distance
evidently decreasing on approaching the outlet (due to the
decrease in the velocity).

Let us consider the resistance of an infinitely small
flow element for a path element dS (fig. 4) to which
corresponds a pressure loss

(6)

where Dh is the hydraulic diameter. The latter, as is
known , is equal to 4 times the hydraulic radius, which in
turn is the ratio of the flow cross section to its perimeter;
in our case

bdy
Dh= 4 ~= 4 —

2dy
= 2b

(for the perimeter the value 2dy is taken and not 2dy +
2b since along the line b the element touches the neighbor-
ing elements which are also in motion).

*The computation scheme and the derivation of the fundamental
equation

[

1 + sins Cos cf,3
in

1
‘&(R-R,)

Cos a, 1 + sin a3

are those of Pfleiderer. The further adaptation and simpli-
fication of the equation with the object of applying it to
practical cases is the fundamental object of this paper. In
order to bring out more clearly the physical aspect of the
process the derivation of the fundamental equation is some-
what modified.
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ds ~Denoting x —.—
2b

radial velocity

~, that is, the losses depending on the
2
by dHrm, and ~ C5 that is,~fJ~v the

lOSS~S depending on the tangential velocity by dHru, we
obtain . .

dHr = dlIrm + dliru

In overcoming the resistance along its path the flow loses
part of its total pressure, the pressure loss occurring at
the expense of both the static and dynamic pressure drops.

Let us consider the-”mechanism of the losses associated
with the radial and tangential velocity components Cm and
cu. T~~e Workof aflow ele~en~ for an infinit~simal el~ment
of the path ds is entirely expended in overcoming the
friction, (i.e. ~ = 1). For this case the usual formula

N= ~h(in hp) or N = -(in kg m/see)
l-l

(h = kg/ IL12or pressure) h is expressed as pressure drop.
It assumes the form

dN = Usec d~r

The work of the force in overcoming the friction during
the time dt is

$lSec dHrdt

If tilis work iS done over the path DS the magnitude
of the force is
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Substituting in the above formula the expression

~dJ C2
for dHr

2bp~
we obtain

QsecdHrdt dt C2= AQsec mp~
dS

The moment of the force about the axis is equal to the
change per second of the momentum of momentum:

dt pC2 Cu
~Qsec — _

2b 2 R 7 = ‘Qsec
R(dCu) II

where RCu/ C is the lever arm of the force (dCu)lt is the
loss in velocity due to friction. Dividing through we obtain

(dcu) I!= & dtccu

Noting that

ds
c ‘z

cm=~

then

(dCu) 1’=,;dR : cu
m

Multiplying both sides of the equation by Cup we obtain

Since c/cm = l/sins
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But the right side of the B~uation is equal to dHru and

the left side is the differential of the dynamic pressure
corresponding to the tangential velocity component pc:/2*
Henco

that is, the friction loss associated with the velocity
Cu is the 10SS of the dynamic head corresponding to the
rotational velocity component.

The losses in the radial direction do not occur at
the expense of the dynamic pressure since the velocity Cm
is determined by the cross. section independently of the
force of friction. These losses are therefore at the exp-

ense of the pressure, that is, the static pressure head.
Thus the static pressure loss, representing the difference
between the total and dynamic pressures is equal to

2. Determination of the True Exit Angle of the Flow

We have found

p Qsec Cu R = constant

or

CUR= constant

This expression holds only in the ideal frictionless case.
In the actual process, however, there is an additional
decrease in the velocity due to friction, and the actual
value of Cu will be less than is obtained from the above
condition.
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A closer investigation will now be made to determine
the actual va”lue’”of (JU at various points of the casing.
In the absence of friction the drop in the rotational
velocity component (dCu) over an infinitely small path dS
maybe readily obtained by differentiating the expression
Cu .3= po.rwtant:-

.. .:.

(dCu)t R+ CudR=O

or

(dCu) ‘ =
Cu dR-—

R

Due to friction there is an additional loss at the expense
of the dynamic pressure given by

()
2.\,

dH”ru = d p & = Cu (dcu)~p

Above we h,ad obtained

Dividing, we obtain

(dCu)” = A ‘R Cu
4b Sin CL

‘The total drop in the tangential velocity is

dCu = (dCu) ‘ + (dCu)’l = -~dR-A
dR c

4b sins u

Multiplying’ both. sides by” R we obtain

dCuR+CudR =-A dR
4b sin CL

Cu R
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or

< . . d(RCu)sin a

RCU

We note that

(c) sin a = , tan a

.. J1 + tan2a

Substituting all these values for 3CU, d(3Cu) and sina
in the last formula, we obtain

%’L: “)’””b‘an2a ~ dR

Qsec J-l + tan’=
4b

Dividing through leads to the differential equation

(d- 1 )tan2a

tan CJ

Jl + tan’ a

whose solution is

In (1 + sin a
\\ Cos a

or

\
Cos

. + (R-R3)

l+ sina cos a3- = e~(R-R3)

cos a 1 + sin as

(?)

(8)
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In any concrete case when the friction coefficient, the
radii and width of the casing are known, the expression
at the right side may be easily de”terrnined. Denoting it
by Kz we obtain for the determination of the exit angle
from the vaneless diffuser the following expression:

1 + sin u
a=@aa=Kll+

sin a3-
Cos Ua .– ,... - - -. .. Cos. us: ‘

Elementary transformations of the expression
1 + sin ~a

Cos (xa
.0 lead to the quadratic equationaa

. . . .

2 “sin”~- Qaa- 1
sin2aa +

@2+1
~+ =0

o +1
.aa aa

One of the roots of this equation: namely, sin aa = - 1,
is a trivial solution corresponding to the case, impossible
for the centrifugal machine w,here t:he..radial. velocity is
directed toward the center.

..

The second root is

@2aa - 1
sin aa =

@aaa+l

(9)

In the above equation the angle aa is a real angle which
the absolute velocity of flow at the diffuser outlet makes
with the tangentic.1 component. Hence

camc au =
tan.aa .

(lo)

where

Cam = Qsec

2mRa.b. . .} . .:,
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All of the above-computations may be essentially
simplified as a consequence of-the very-interesting fact,
namely, that. the change in the a,ngle a is a linear funcw
tion of the change in diamete~ (reference 1).

This law may be easily derived analytically. We have
already obtained the equation

.,

in (1 + sin a Cos as

Cos a )1 + sin a3
(11)

or

m 1 + sin a 1 + sin cL3 A3 ~
—=ln
4b

- in
Cos u Cos a,3 + -K

Expanding this expression in a Taylor series

AR 1 + sin a,3 R2A 1 + sin a,3
- in

G=
—+ln + (cL-a.3)sec U3

Cos U3 + 4b cos a3

~ (CPq)2 sec ~; tan ~3 + (a-aj3)3—.
1X2 1X2X3

sec a3 (1+ 2 tan2a3 )-1-,,.

.
or

A(R-R3)
= (a-”a~) sec m~+

(a,-0.,3)2sec ~~ tan a

4b 1X2” 3

+ (a-a3)”
sec CL.JZ -1.2 tan ‘U3)+ D*.

3X2X3
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where u is expressed in radians, .It is readilY shown
that in practical computations all terms except the first
may be neglected. . Thus assuming that Ua - CL3 = 10°
(0.175 rad) us = 45°*

A(R-R3) 1 0.%?52 1 0.1753 1
—= 0.1?5 ~+ —— + ~ (l+2xl.02). *e

4b . 1 x 2 0.71 1x2X3 .

.-.—. —.

X(R-R3)

4b =

Retaining only the
in 10 percent for

0.246 + 0.02 + 0.004 = 0.27

first term, 0.246, we obtain a deviation
a - a3 = ~oo* This corresponds to an

error ;f 1 percent. An error in the”determination of the
value Of aa - a3 of the order of 10 percent corresponds
to a considerably smaller error in the determination of the
losses. The friction coefficient entering the computation
is obtained, howevsr, with a considerably smaller degree
of accuracy.

As further invest igations,have shown the effect of the
exit angle from the diffuser on the losses is so small that
an error in the determination of tb.is angle of even 5° is
entirely admissible, so that the above error of the order
of 1 percent is all the more admissible. Thus ‘“:

‘a =a,3+ “c~~–=(Ra-R3) (12)

r.. . .

*W:th regard to our choice of the values of aa ~“a3- -and az =
45* it should be noted that val,~es of 10° for aa - a~ are

practically not encountered; l,~rge vzlues of aa - a3 corre-
spond to a small value of a3 and values of aa - a3 of the
order .of 1° - 3° correspond to lar”g~ values Of a3 (CL3> 300).
The assumed values of 10° for aa - a3 and 450 for a3~
therefore, do not occur simultaneously p,nd our example should
give a very exaggerated result of neglecting the second and
following “terms of the series; all the more since these terms
contain (aa - a3)2, (aa - a3)3, etc.
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Formula (12) shows that the increase in the angle a
is proportional to the ‘increase- in-the radius R, or in
other words, as a linear function of the radius of the
diffuser. This law is of cardinal importance in the com-
putation of vaneless diffusers since it makes it possible,
knowing the entrance angle’ into the diffuser, to compute
readily the exit ailgle and then, if required, to take
iiltermediate values of a and construct the straight line
a= f (R). We may remark, incidentally, that this curve
may serve as an index of the magnitude of the l~sses since
for large losses the angle a varies more rapidly.

,3● Losses in the Vaneless Diffuser

Having determined the value of tho angle CZflwat the
diffuser exit wc may now proceed to d~tcrmine the magnitude
of the 10SLZS in th~ diffuser.

d+m=xup~
2?J 2

But

ds = si~Ra (see fig. 4)

Hence

A dR c;
dHrm= — —

2b sin a p ~ (13)

The 10SSCS associated l~ith the tan{~;entir.lvelocity component
may bc expressed by an cqu.ation of the snmc form as th~t
above:

Substituting dR/sins for ds and (Cm/tan CL)2 for C;
we obtain

.-
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A dR
dHru = — — Pgta:2a.

2b sin a

Comparing (13) and (14),we note that

dHru = dHrm’ 1
tan2 a,

(14) .

Adding the losses we obtain

1 { 1
—\l+— ( ) by Ka (the vzlue of the
sin u tan2 a variable)

we have

We may note the following: The expression ~j.en.otedby Ka
in a number of cases has at the end. of the trajectory a
value near the initiel one. “In these cases we may substitute
a mean value for K~ in the computation. Substituting this
value in formula (15) we obtain

where
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whence

19

Jla
. . .. ~-2

AHr =
f ‘($-k) ‘1’)

C~m E@= KxKamp@l Ra‘X%,m P—
2 3 R2 ,2

R3

Thus for a small change.. i,n the value of sin a (a change”
of the order of 10 percent and over, if the computations

.. are approximate) the losses are determined by numerical
computations without the aid of. auxiliary graphs.

In those cases where the changes in sin a are con-
siderable, the flow trajectory may be divided into a number
of’ intervals , the value of dHr/dR coinpu.ted for each in-
terval and then graphically integrated: that is, the curve

.

dHr
— = f(a)
dR

.

is constructed and the area

integrated under the:curve (see fig, 6). The entire com-
putation procedure is made clear by the example given below.

.

. 4. Impact Losses ‘

If the active flow does not fill out the impeller cross-
sectional width at the exit and also in the cases where the
impeller width is iess than the diffuser width, as is the
most typical case, the impact losses at the entrance to the
diffuser must be added to the frictioilal losses.

Simplifying, somewhat, the actual: impa.ct phenomenon
the computation may start from the assumption that the flow
at the diffuser entrance~momentarily ‘fills out the diffuser
width, that is, the radial velocity C3m at the entrance may
be taken equal to Qsec/nD3bz where D3 = Da. In corre-

spondence with this assumption the impact 10SSOS ~.rc deter-
mined as .
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AHimP = ~ (c2m - C3m)2 (17)

The computation above is based on the assumption that
the vaneless diffuser cloes not change the entire kinematic
picture of the fan operation itself. This assumption is
very well confirmed 3oth by general considerations and ex-
perimental results shovriilgthat the hydraulic i~ower expend-
iture ~!?h for the same volume delivered is practically in-
dependent of the diffuser.

The computation method proposed is less simple than
vrould be desira%le. Its priaciple atva:nt~<e, hovever, lies
in the circumstances that it is free from such ar’oitrary
assumptions and simplifications as may lead, in particular”
cases, to considerable error. The only exceictior. is the
coildition assumed in the computation i~rocedure; namely,
that ;he eiltire T.lidt]lof the diffuser is momentarily filled ‘
out. Iilcertain cases this gives a. considerable deviation
between the computation ai~d test results.

As an exam-pie vJi3 shall compute the va~~elcss diffuser
of 211 ex13erimental high pressure fan, the fund.a,mental geo-
metric fail data ‘oeiilgthe following:

Outer impeller diameter Dz = 0,53 meter

Siameter at diffuser entrance 93 = 0..33 meter

3iameter at diffuser exit Da = 0.55 meter

Irni~ellerwidth at exit bz = 0.011 meter

Diffuser l’ridth bs = 0.011 meter “

The fundamental kinematic data are:

Volume Delivery = 300 cubic meters per hour

Tan&eiltial velocity =.t imjeller e:cit C2U = 25.6 meters
per second

Raclial velocity at impeller exit C2m = 7.3 meters i~er
sticoad
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The flow is assumed to fill out the cntirs exit cross
section of the impeller, that is,

Beu.ring in mind that D2 = D3 <and b2 = b3, we find that
th’o re.di.zlvelocity o.t the diffuser inlet C = c2m = 7.3
meters per second. The static head at the i~~eller outlet
is Iist2 = 55.5 millimeter of water. The friction coeffi-
cient ~ is taken on 0.05.

The computation is most easily conducted by constructing
the auxiliary curve a = f(R)o To drawit it insufficient to
know the. angle as at the diffuser entrance and t!len *O deter-
mirle the angle aa a,t the exit by making use of the equation

The flow inlet angle to the diffuser is

aa =CL3+ Ay a3(2a-RJ

The flow iillet an:;le to the diffuser is

= tan- 1 c3m 7.3
a3 —=

c
tan-l — = tan-l 0.285

3U 25.6

= 0.278 radians (150 55f)

cosa3. . . . . . . . . . . . 0.962

Aces as

()

Da-Ds 0.05x 0,962

( )

0.65-0.33—— = = 0.175
4b 2’ 4 x 0.011 2

aa = as + 0.175 = 0.278 + 0.175 = 0.45: r~.dians (26°)

Knowing the values as and aa,, l,t~c~n construct the.
straight line a = f(R). (See fiG. 5.) Then knowing the
diffuser exit a.ngle,we nay determine C.lSO the absolute exit
velocity Ca

c Cam=
a sin aa
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.“

c Qsec
am = nDab .’-

~he angle a increases in pas sins through t:ae diffuser
from 150 551 to 26°; sin a changes correspoildingly
from 0.2?5 to ’O.439. For this case the application of the
formula . . . .

.

involves considerable inaccuracy. It is, therefore, necessary,
as pointed out above, to subdivide the flo’~ path into a num-
ber of intervals, construct the curve dHr/~R = f(R) and
integrate graphically. The curve is constructed with the
aid of the equati,on _(15) . . .

,.

.“

Table I is the auxiliary table f’or the construction of the
cu,r,ve., . .

The curve (fig. 6) constructed from the above tabulated
data very clearly. br.iilgeout the. fact “that the losses are
concentrated maiilly at the initial part of the diffuser and
that the increase in the losses sta,rting froma certain diam-
eter becomes ve.l”y.-~ia.sigllific~nt-(at the s-ame-time there is
a decre~se ’in the static “pressure rise).’ 3:~“&easuring the
area under the curve we find the ma<nitude of the friction
10ss.

,.. . . . ,
The computation of the static pressure at the Jiffuser

exit i~ow evid~ntly offers no difficulties and is czrried out
by the equation (u,ll terms. on the ri~ht side of vnich are
known):

●. .

-..,, -4.3 = 76.2 mm H20
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( c2ma 2 C2 2\
orxta +P’+. am p h)=H~ta+P~ AHtot - P ~

—-
,s 2

It should be noted that the equality of the velocities
at the impeller outlet and diffuser inlet is a result of the
filling out of the outlet width of the impeller and also of
the equality of the widths of the impeller and diffuser for
the given fan, a dondition which by no means always obtains.
In the general case, where there are impact losses, we have
for AHtot (where AHtot = total loss in press).

A%ot = AHr + AHimP

In the given example, the computation appeared some-
what lengthy, not only because of the accompanying explana-
tions, but also as a result of the considerable variation
of sin u. In the majority of cases the computation is much
simpler and shorter because of the possibility of applying

. formula (16), that is, computing with the mean values of
sin u. The computation of the vaneless diffuser for three
delivery volumes is presented in tables 11, III, IV, V, and
VI.

From the data of the last table the utilized portion
of the blower characteristic was constructed (fig. 11). A
comparison of this computed characteristic with the experi-
mental curve shows good agreement between the two curves.
For a value of A lying within the range 0.05 - 0.15 such
agreement is obtained also for the other tested blowers (fig.
12).

With regard to the correct estimate of the friction
coefficient it should be remarked that for the generally
encountered smooth metallic surfaces of fan diffusers the
coefficient ~ has a value half as large as for the roughly
treated surfaces tested at CAHI (plywood surface diffusers).
In accordance with this fact in computing diffusers with
well worked over surfaces a value of 1 of o@03 - 0.07
should be used. The friction coefficient used by Pfleiderer
also lies within this range.

Because of the good agreement of the experimental with
the con:puted results the computation method presented above
may be considered as sufficiently reliable.
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v. VANELESS DII’I’USER AS AN 31LE14EifT0)?

THE CEI’TT’RII’UGALFAIT Ai~D BLOWER

The vaneless diffuser has Up to the present found
comparatively small application to fans. Such, for example,
are the fans of the Rateau type (fig. 13) and the fans of
medium and high pressure of the CAHI type with vaneless
diffuser (figs. 14 and 15). In the case of multistage
turbo blowers and turbo compressors, however, the vaneless
diffuser has long since found application (fig. 16). In
the majority of cases of multistage design, however, bladed
diffusers are used (fig. 1?). In some particular designs
these two diffuser types are combined, a vaneless diffuser
being used for some of the stages and guide vanes for others.
An example of such a design is the three-stage blower shown
in figure 18.

Without going into a detailed relative comparison
analysis of the performance of the vsrieless with the hladed
diffuser, we may note merely that the high pressures and
efficiencies of the latter are observed for a very much
smaller ran~e of outputs than are observed for the former
(fig. 19). This appears as the result of eddy formation
arising ~t the initial part of the diffuser at outputs
other than rated when the flow strikes the blades. The
magnitude of this eddy formation and the losses associated
with it,to a large degree, depend on the angle at which the
flow attacks the blades. In those casas where the range of
outputs utilized is iarge, the application of vanes is neces-
sarily associated with large angles of attack and hence with
large turbulence losses at outputs considerably larger than the
one for which the blower was computed. This leacls to a con-
siderable lowerin~ of the pressure and efficiency at the
corresponding deliveries.

The advantaqe of these diffusers, however, lies in the
possibility of an appreciable lowering in the velocity with-
out a large increase in the dimensions of the machine and
also in somewhat higher efficiencies at rated delivery volume.
If a large diffuser size (large value of Da/D3) is not suit-
able for reasons of space saving the advantage will lie with
the bladed diffuser. In the great majority of cases, the
final selection is decided upon after ma:king a comparison
computation. Yor preliminary rough computations we may assume
that for angles of attack Cp< 12° the bladed diffuser is
preferable and for w > lao the va,neless diffussr. For fans”

:-,;..:

.,—---,.,.,,----—-,,,,, ,,,,-. ——,. I...—,’
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the bladed diffuser is not applied since the construction
would thereby become considerably complicated.

In concluding we may note that, besides the vaneless
diffusers of constant width, diffusers with increasing width
are also encountered. The computation of diffusers of such
type is not considered in our present paper.

VI. OTHER COMPUTATION METHODS*
/

Following upon the work of Pfleiderer (reference 2)
on centrifugal pumps, a work which for several years has
been of fundamental aid to engineers of other countries as
well as of Germany, the problem of the vaneless diffuser has
been fully and seriously investigated. As has already been
mentioned our computation scheme here presented is based on
the work of Pfleiderer (reference 3). The latter considers
the problem from the most general point of view: namely, the
operation of a vaneless diffuser of variable width. The
mathematical complexity of the expressions obtained makes
it necessary for him to neglect the radial velocity component
cm in comparison with the tangential OU.** For particular
fans and certain operating conditions (small Cm/Cu) this
.simplificati-on is entirely admissible. In all other cases,
however, when the value of the radial and tangential veloc-
ities are .of the same order of magnitude the simplification
is not justified. T!hese considerations hold not only for
,vaneless diffusers of constant width, but also for diffusers
of increas-ing width (for which the radial component decreases
more rapidly) because in all cases the losses are essentially
conceiltrated at the. initial part of the. diffuser.

In the case of -vaneless diffusers of constant width,
Pfleiderer dispenses with the above-mentioned. assumption
and then obtains an e,qu,a’ti.onfor the determination of the
flow exit angle in the general form and an equation for the
magnitude of the losses for the particular case as = 90°,
The expression obtained for the determination of the angle

‘a is considered by him as inapplicable to practical cases.

*pfleidercr, Kearton, Ostertaga “
** The obtained expression for the magnitude of the losses
was nevertheless so complicated that it could he used only
with the aid of supplementary graphical constructions.

,
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The further treatment and simplification in our “
present paper of the expressions obtained by Pfleiderer
lead to practically applicable formulas and to a computa-
tion method. The corresponding tests and investigations
have made it possible to define more accurately the range
of values of the friction coefficient and have given a
practically .sufficient confirmation of-the validity of the
method for computing the actual flow process. Our present
paper is to be considered as a development of a number of
ideas set forth-by Pfleiderer as early as- 1927.

In his book ItTurbo-blowers and Compressors!! Kearton
presents a computation scheme which only broadly corresponds
to the physical nature of the process investigated since
he admits two fundamental errors. The first serious error
consists in the fact that he considers the trajectory of
the real flow in the vafieless diffuser to be alogarithmic
spiral. It has been shown above that under the influence
of friction -the-”values of the tangential components are less
than would be the case in accordance with the law of constan-
cy of circulation; the s-piral unrolling at a more rapid rate.
This fact is significant not only in that it a~fects the
magnitude of the losses but also in. that- it affects the mag-
nitude of th-e -flow exi% angle, which is in”c-reased (Cu de-
creases for coastant cm). In the””cas”e of” ttiibocompressors
or turboblower.s with backwar-d ‘c-urWed gui”de vanes: t’his error
may have as a- consequence that instead of the ‘expected shock-
less entry at the backward curved guide vanes, or entry with
very small positive. angle of attack, the flow will actually
enter the guide vanes a with negative angle of attack. The
question as to precisely at what angles of attack, positive
or negative, the losses are less, can not as yet be looked
upon as answered. There is no doubt, however, that certain
phenomena that are associated with negative angles of attack

, render the corresponding computation of little reliability.

The second error consists in the fact that the method
of computation, using the average hydraulic radii and veloc-

, ities at inlet and outlet, while admissible in particular
cases, is recommended by Kearton as a general computation
method. He writes I!A simpler and-, at the same time, suffi-
ciently accurate method 3s that of .Computi+lg the mean
specific volume Vm, mean area Fm . total su<rface S and
mean resistance R, and the energy loss is then ‘equal to
R S vm/Fm kgmlT. As a matter of fact, the losses are con-’
centrated mainly at the entrance to the diffuser. At the
exit , however, they are relatively small and starting with
a certain diameter any further increase has practically no
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effect on the magnitude of the losses. For these reasons
the losses computed according to the meail values of the
velocity and hydraulic radius are not characteristic magni-
tudes-and may lead to errors of the order of 50 percent. and
ovzr, For the same reasons it would have been more correct
to have substituted instead of I?m = (Finlet + Foutlet)/2

the magnitude (l/Fro) = (l/yinl~t + lt~outlet )/2D

In the classical treatise of Professor Ostertag (refer-
ence 4) only an approximate computation schema of vaneless
diffusers is presented; while certain remarks of the author
arc quite incorrect. The fund.amcnta,l ~quation for deter-
mining the pressure rise in the \ranelcss diffuser is, accord-
ing to Ostertag, of the following form:

~2 ,2

hd=& ~g [(1 -g)cg-zc2u —
(

- Camz
Ra i’ 1

The physical significance of the above equation is perfectly
clear: namely; that the pressure rise in the vaneless dif-
fuser is equal to the difference in the dynamic pressures
at the diffuser inlet and outlet, less the losses relative
to the velocity at the impeller outlet. T!le tangential
velocity component at the diffuser outlet is determiiled by
the law RclJ = constant. Iilcorrespondence with these
equations Ostertag shows-that the flow in a vaneless dif-
fuser moves along a logarithmic spiral. He thus, like Kea.r-
,ton, igilores the decrease in tha tangential vslocity due to
friction.* We have already discussed the consequences of
this assumption. “

The determination of the 10sses with the aid of the
coefficient ~ referred to the dynamic pressure at the
impeller outlet, cannot be considered successful siilce it
essentially presupposes noildependence of the losses on the
diffuser size. In iloting the effect of friction on the
magnitude of the velocity Ostertag observes that the fric-
tion decreases the tangential component to a greater degree
than the radia,l. Actually the friction decreases onl~r the
tangential component since for a given discharge volume,
Qm3/see, the radial component is indepei~dent of the friction
being equal to Qscc /nDb.

*The work of Osterta.g WaS published considerably earlier
than that of Keartoil.

—— .-
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Comparing the Work of Ostertag with that of Kea$ton
it may le said that the former investigated the performance
of the vaneles”s diffuser more thoroughly than Kearton, who
considered the problem only in its broadest features. This
is shown partly by the fact that Ostertag associates” the
coefficient of friction in the diffuser c wit!l the initial
velocity% whereas, Kearton re-commends computing by the mean
velocities !lhe estimate of the losses in the diffuser with
the aid of the loss coefficient C in the absence of re-
liable data for the choice of values of this coefficient may,
however, lead to results that are in sharp disagreement with
the true values.

VII. APPLICATION OF THE VAiWLESS DIYNJSiIR TO AXIAL l?ANS

The desirability of applying the vaneless diffuser to.
axial fans follows from th’e consideration that the dynamic
pressure corresponding to the tangential component produced
by the axial fan can not be directly utilizei and the energy
expended in producing the tangenti:’.l velocit;~ component when
the air is discharged to the at~osphere or to a pressure line
thus appears as lost energy. “

In emphasizing the negative role’ (in this case) of large
tangential velocities we, by no means, wish to say that
these components must be reduced to zero (it should not be
forgotten then that the total theoretical head is HTh =
pu2c2u)a’The fact is that the corresponding energy loss

differs in principle from the hydraulic losses in that the
former can not be considered as irreversibly 10S*. It is
possible to utilize almost entirely the q~antity pc2u2/2

by transforming it iuto pressure. It is therefore desirable
that the performance of the casing in raising the pressure
be effective so as to permit large values.of c~u.

To transform velocity into pressure the fan is provided
with guide vanes (fig. 20) or is enclosed in a spiral casing
(fig. 21) or, finally, is provided with a vaneless diffuser,
The construction scheme of a vaneless diffuser is clear from
the drawing (fig. 22). TO avoid. additiQrlal losses in turbu-
lence, a guide element is located directly behind.the hub:
namely, a short cylindrical pipe of the same diameter as the
hub and widening out at the diffuser.

In considering the performance of the van.eless diffuser
we shall, in order to simplify the computation~ substitute
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for the actual process a provisional one in which there is
no rounding of the inner edge for the purpose of decreasing
the eddy formation in rotating. lie shall say a few words
on the effect of the distance of the diffuser from the fan
or more accurately, from the frame in which the fan is mounted.
(this distance is equal in magnitude to the width of the
diffuser).

Experiments and computations
dimension b,

show that on increasing the
(width of casing) within the limits of those

values for which c~m > Caa the effect of the casiilg is to

increase Hsta and nst* On further increasing the dimension

b for which C~m c C2a experiment shows a rtivcrsc effect,

namely, a decrease of Hsta tand l-lst* The reason for this

is the separation of the flow from the walls of the casing
at values of b greater than a certain critical value, for
which the computation ceases to be valid.

The above considerations with regard to the optimum
width of the casin~ must be considered as approximate only
siilce no special series of tests oli fans with a wide range
of widths has been undertaken, The optimum value of b on
the basis of these considerations is determined by the equa-
tion

c3m = C~a

or

whence

0.25
b = — D2(1-f2) ~ 0,25D2

P

The computation is conducted on the basis of the char-
acteristic experimentally obtained on the fan operatii~g with-
out casing. The analysis of the process explained a%ove may
be almost entirely applied to the axial fan. It is only
necessary to consider further the process occurring between
the fan and the diffuser inlet.

.< —
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At the fan outlet the magnitude and direction of the
absolute velocity is determined by the two components, the
axial and. the tangential. The axial velocity is

c~a=ti= Qsec

F TT/4(D2a - d2)

where d. is the diameter of the hub. The tangential com-
ponent at the diffuser inlet, that is, at the diameter D3 ,
is determiiled from the power with the aid of the formula
given at the beginning of this paper.*

To represent fully the state of the flow at the
diffuser inlet the following factors must be taken into
,account:

1. The flow from the fan to the diffuser is necess::.r-
ily accompanied by hydraulic rot,~.tional losses.

2. A greater or less compression of the flow with
subsequent expansion at the diffuser i~l~~t :flr;rbe expected,

3. A result of this expansion is !lydrar.lic imp’:.ct.

We s!l~ll consider these three points in ~;reat~r detail.

1, The rotation,ll 10SSCS r.re evaluated in terms of
the dynamic pressure corresponding to the velocity C3m0
The magnitude of the corresponding loss coefficient t in
the presence of rounding m?.y be t.-.kenequal approximately
to 0.2. In tb.e ,absence of rounding, the magnitude of the
loss coefficient may be raised to 1.5.

The problem of the choice of the coeffici~nt ! may
be solved on the basis of the same consider:~tions which

— —.
*For volumes approaching zero the above method ceases to be
valid. This is due to the fact that for very small volumes
the computed tangential velocity evidently tends to infinity
since c~ is inversely proportional to the volume (C,u =
75 ~~h/QPU2). Actually the fan then operates as a mixer and
thz velocity C2U approaches the value of the peripheral
velocity, the power being dissipated in eddy formation in the
associated masses. The computed characteristic of the fan
for very small discharges is practically of no value.

—. . ,-, ..-,, ,,, .,-. ,,,.,,, ,, , I I
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determined the value of this coefficient in the case of
-. the. usual blower*

Thus

AII1.ot=
C~m2

cp.—.—
2

(More will be said below on the value of C3,fl~~

2. The compression of the flow may with sufficient
accuracy b~ taken into account with the aid of the test
curve shown in figure 23 in which the compression coeffi-
cient W, the ratio of the width of the active flow (at
the diameter D3) to the total width of the diffuser: that
is,

bflowp.

b
.

is plotted against the ratio b/Dz. The radial velocity of
the flow at the diffuser iulet is therefore

c
Qsec Qsec=

3m =
TrD:~bflo~ TTD3 bp

3. As in the case of thta centrifu~al impeller’ we assume,
in order to simplify the actual process somewhat that the
radial velocity at the edge of the diffuser iillet, c!~m,

is equal to

Qsec

TT I) Sb

where

D3 = Da

*We restrict ourselves in the present paper to pointing out the
limiting values of ~, referring the reader who desires fuller
information to the article by G. Abramovich (reference 5).
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The impact losses are

AH = ~ (c2aimp
- c13m)~

2

or

AHimP = ~ (~3n, - ct3m)2

if

c3m > c2a

The above methbd assumes, in particular, that the
presence of the vaneless diffuser does not change either
the iciilematics of the flow through the fan or the pressure
behind the fan. In the case of centrifugal fans this assump-
tion is sufficiently well founded. In the case of axial fans

. it som~what contradicts the principle of the phenomenon it-
self. In the prcseilcc of a diffuser t!l~
should drop r.nd the dischp.rge volume

pressure at the axis
corr~spondiilgly rise in

comparison with the case of operation ~rithout diffuser. At
the samo time Experiment shows that the presence or absence
of a diffus~r has little eff,>ct on the power expenditure.
This fact justifies the application of the above assumption
not only for centrifugal ‘out also for {axial fans.

Wc present below the computation of an axial f:~n of the
CAHI type; figarz 24 shows t!le computed ,and t~st curves of
the st-,tic head Hsta. (SCe table VII;)

CONCLUSION

The c~mput~ti~il scheme of Professor Pfleiderer is
devcl~pcd aild worked ov~r so :’.st~ provide n prr.cticll method
f~r tho computati~n sf vtancl?ss diffusers. The method is
simultaneously free fr~m such ~ssumpti~ns iiild simplific,?.tions
as impair the true physicnl picture ,of the process ar ,arc
applicable only in particular cases. Comparison of the com-
putations with experimental data shows sufficiently good
agreement and permits the determination of the limits within
which the friction coefficient A lies. The conclusions



that were found applicable to the centrifugal fan are then
generalized for axial fans.

..=

Translation by S. Reiss,
ifational Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.

,
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TABLE I

AUXILIARY TABLE FOR CONSTIUJCTIONOF CURV2S OF I?IGURXS 5 ANTI6
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